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ABSTRACT

Results of the analysis and modelling of a pendu-

lum type of accelerometer in an electrostatic �eld are

presented. A common-mode voltage is used to yield

an electrostatic positive feedback that ampli�es the me-

chanical sensitivity. The externally applied electrostatic

�eld enables the tuning of both sensitivity and spectral

selectivity. The electromechanical coupling is analyzed

both analytically and numerically, in terms of electro-

static shear forces and bending momenta. The results

are used to design and fabricate accelerometers for me-

chanical spectrum analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

The sensitivity of an accelerometer structure is pri-

marily set by the seismic mass and sti�ness of the sus-

pension beams. The sti�ness results from the mechan-

ical and geometric parameters of the device, which are

often overdimensioned for reliability. The resulted me-

chanical sensitivity is increased, in both open and closed-

loop systems, by an electronic gain. Closed-loop oper-

ation is often realised using electrostatic feedback [1].

The mechanisms involved in such feedback action o�er

more potential than actually exploited in conventionally

operated servo accelerometers. For noise considerations

it would be of advantage to use the electrostatic �eld to

implement gain in the mechanical domain. For this rea-

son the properties of electrostatic positive feedback on

an encastrated inverted pendulum are examined. This

electrostatic �eld replaces the gravitational �eld that

determines the behaviour of the conventional inverted

pendulum.

Inverted pendulum

The conventional clamped inverted pendulum in the

gravitational �eld, which induces the positive feedback,

is illustrated in Figure 1. The weigth of the seismic

mass m is assumed to be concentrated at the top: Fv =

mav = mg. When an horizontal acceleration �eld acts

upon m, a displacement � of the unclamped bar end

will perturb the static equilibrium of the vertical beam.
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Figure 1: Clamped inverted pendulum

As a consequence, the gravitational force will now have

a shearing component Fv;t which will amplify the rota-

tional e�ect of the horizontal force Fh.

This positive feedback e�ect could be interpreted ei-

ther geometrically (Figure 2) or algebraically (Figure 3).

Small displacements � are assumed all over, in order to

simplify the qualitative understanding. The geometri-

cal representation of the equilibrium point clearly shows

an increase in the actual rotation angle '1 compared

with the case for which the vertical force would not

act, '0. The key factor is the dependence of the ac-

tive bending momentum on the angle '. From an in-

put viewpoint, it is like the external horizontal force is

equilibrated by a smaller e�ective resistive momentum

Mr;eff (') < Mr ('). The algebraic view helps with

a quantitative characterization of the positive feedback.

The block diagram shows that the gain '=ah can be con-

trolled by the vertical acceleration component av = g.

The same principle remains valid if the vertical gravi-

tational �eld is replaced with an electrostatic one. The

added value is in the electronic control of this �eld, and

thus the potential of dynamic tuning of both sensitivity

and spectral selectivity with respect to the input hori-

zontal acceleration.

ELECTROMECHANICAL

COUPLING

The prototype device is presented in Figure 4. A

clamped vertical beam of length lx0 supports at its top

a rigid horizontal arm. The entire structure is electri-

cally conductive and biased at zero volts. Each side of

the horizontal arm acts as a movable plate for the corre-
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Figure 2: Geometrical interpretation of the positive

feedback mechanism
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Figure 3: Algebraic view | block diagram

sponding capacitor, C1('; �) or C2('; �). Traditionally,

electrostatic force feedback is used for counteracting the

inertial force in null measurement systems. In the device

presented here a di�erent approach is pursued, based on

using a common-mode voltage for actuation. The gen-

erated electrostatic forces will thus cause ampli�cation

of the bending induced by an external horizontal accel-

eration �eld aext.

So far linear bending has been assumed, which is far

from realistic. The purpose of the oversimpli�ed model

was to o�er qualitative understanding. In this section a
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Figure 4: Prototype device for electrostatic momentum

feedback

more thorough analysis is introduced, in terms of gene-

ralized coordinates and generalized forces. The �rst

problem is the choice of a suitable generalized coordinate-

force set. In the electrical domain, the obvious choice

is the pair electric charge Q { electric voltage V, or

(Q1; V1), (Q2; V2) in the case of a di�erential capacitive

system. The generalized coordinates needed for a com-

plete characterization of the mechanical state are more

di�cult to establish. To simplify, the movements out

of the plane x-y will be neglected. A further reduction

will be to separate the mechanical movable structure

into two submodules: the vertical beam (which bending

acts as an energy storage mechanism) and the horizontal

arm. This last component is considered as a solid rigid

(which can be assured by design), rigidly attached to the

vertical pillar. If one neglects the inertial body forces

along the pillar, then the equivalent mechanical scheme

will correspond to a (rectangular) beam loaded at the

top with a shearing force Fy ( inertial plus electrostatic

force resultant in the horizontal direction) and with a

bending momentum Mel (due to the electrostatic forces

between capacitors plates). The deection equation for

such a loading gives the solution:

v(x) =
x
2 [3Mel + Fy (3lx0 � x)]

6EIy
(1)

' (x) = v
0 (x) =

x [2Mel + F (2lx0 � x)]

2EIy
(2)

where v(x) denotes the deection along the pillar in

the horizontal direction, ' | its derivative, E | the

elastic modulus, and Iy| the inertia modulus.

The feedback is generated through the dependence

of Mel, Fy on � , v(lx0); '0 , v
0(lx0). The question

is now if the knowledge of �; '0, completely determines

the spatial position of the deformed device. Because

the horizontal arm is by assumption rigid (no deforma-

tion), then its position in 0xy plane is completely de-

termined by 3 parameters: �y = � (translation in 0y

direction), �x (translation in 0x direction) and '0 (ro-

tation around O). We implicitly assumed the horizon-

tal arm rigidly �xed on the pillar, on a perpendicular

direction. As usual for the case of small bending ap-

proximation, �x is neglectible, so the previous two pa-

rameters completely characterize the mechanical posi-

tion (the mechanical state) of the horizontal arm.

To completely characterize the mechanical state of

the pillar, the bending curve (elastica) must be known,

to give the information regarding the energy stored in

mechanical stress. Neglecting for the time being the

distributed inertial forces, from the formula above one

sees that the curve v (x) is a 3rd order polynomial in x :

v(x) = a0+a1x+a2x
2+a3x

3. There are 4 coe�cients to

be determined, and 4 boundary conditions are known:

v (0) = 0, v0 (0) = 0, v(lx0) = �, v0 (lx0) = '0. This



means that � and '0 can be taken as generalized coor-

dinates to completely characterize the mechanical state

of the system. For each of them, there is an associated

generalized force:

� � corresponds to a generalized top force in 0y di-

rection F�, with O as acting point. F� acts as a

top shear force for the pillar and as 0y translation

force for the horizontal arm

� '0 corresponds to a generalized momentum around

O,M'. It is a bending momentum for the vertical

beam and a rotation momentum for the horizontal

arm.

The dependency C1;2 ('0; �) yields the associated gen-

eralized forces generated by electrostatic action. It is

useful to rewrite Eqns.(1),(2) in terms of '0; �:

v(x) =
x
2

lx0

�
3
�

lx0
� '0 +

x

lx0

�
'0 � 2

�

lx0

��
(3)
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ANALYTICAL MODEL

Assuming a perfect coupling between the mechanical

and the electrical domain, the energy balance equation

is:

v1 (@Q1) + v2 (@Q2) =
1

2
@ (v1Q1) +

1

2
@ (v2Q2)

+F�('0; �) � @� +M' ('0; �) � @'0 (5)

The terms v1 (@Q1) ; v2 (@Q2) represent the variation

in the generated electric energy; 1
2
@(viQi) are the varia-

tions of stored electrical energy components, and F�('0; �)�

@�+M' ('0; �) �@'0 gives the variation in the generated

mechanical energy. The variation of the electrostatic

state can be done either at constant voltage v = const,

or at constant charge Q = const. It is straightforward to

compute the electrostatic generalized forces correspond-

ing to a variation in either � or '0. Figure 5 illustrates

the geometrical parameters involved. The results (for

one side of the horizontal arm) are presented in Table 1.

The linearizations were performed around the zero value

for all the generalized coordinates �x; �y and ' respec-

tively.

The prototype device considered also satis�es: �x;1 =

�x;2, �y;1 = ��y;2, and '1 = �'2. From the table it re-

sults that a constant-voltage excitation is to be preferred

in the case of a momentum feedback. In such a case, the

electrostatic shear forces are constant and independent

of the displacement �y, so their di�erence will be zero.

The total bending momentum due to electrostatic action

is:
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Figure 5: Generalized coordinates
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Figure 7: Rotation angle as a function of external accel-

eration, for di�erent control voltages (Vcr = 10:67V )

M' = M';1 �M';2

= 4C0V
2
0

L
2 + L � w + w

2
=3

d20

'0 (6)

The equivalent block diagram of the electromechan-

ical coupling is given in Figure 6. Here, Na represents

the total number of horizontal arms, to amplify the elec-

trostatic action (see Figure 8). Although the positive

feedback loop is at the level of the rotation angle '0,

the supplementary bending momentum will also have

an inuence on the maximum bending � = v(lx0). This

happens because the two chosen generalized coordinates

�; ' are independent, but not orthogonal. The block di-

agram allows a determination of the critical voltage Vcr,

corresponding to the stability limit of the positive feed-

back loop:

V
2
cr =

d
2
0

L2 + L � w + w2=3

1

4NaC0

EIy

lx0
(7)

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In order to compare the analytical model with nu-

merical simulations, a �nite element analysis of the de-

vice was performed using PDEase2D package [2]. For

values of the common voltage V close to Vcr, the con-

vergence problems were di�cult to overcome, but the

general results of the �nite element analysis agreed with

the analytical model. In Figure 7 the analytical model

and FEM simulation results are confronted.

FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY

A set of devices was designed, according to the an-

alytical model. A surface micromachining process was



Table 1: Generalized electrostatic forces
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Figure 6: Block diagram of electrostatic momentum feedback
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Figure 8: (a) Layout and (b) SEM-detail of a fabricated

accelerometer

used, with a deposited polysilicon layer of 10�m thick-

ness. A RIE process is used to pattern the polysilicon

layer, followed by a wet-etching release step. A layout

image is presented in Figure 8a, and a SEM photo of

part of the structure in Figure 8b.

APPLICATIONS

The technique presented enables dynamic sensitivity

tuning of accelerometers with a relatively low mechani-

cal sensitivity, by using an external DC common-mode

voltage. A speci�c feature is that the gain is set at

the interface between the mechanical and electrical do-

mains, and thus o�ers the possibility of an improved

signal-to-noise ratio.

A step further is to implement a frequency-selective

positive feedback loop. If the DC control voltage is

replaced with a common-mode voltage of constant fre-

quency !0 (much lower than the fundamental mechani-

cal resonant frequency), then the positive feedback will

be e�ective only for the components in external accel-

eration having frequencies multiple of 2!0. Simple elec-

tronic signal processing is su�cient to realize a vibration

spectrum analyzer, which is a promising alternative to

FFT using a DSP in a microsystem. The functioning

do not rely on the resonant frequencies of an array of

beams, but rather on sweeping the excitation voltage

through the part of the mechanical spectrum of inter-

est.

CONCLUSIONS

A dynamically programmable accelerometer is pre-

sented, based on electromechanical feedback through a

momentum bending action. The amount of positive

feedback is controlled by a common-mode voltage; its

amplitude determines the loop gain, and its frequency

the selectivity of the device to the input acceleration

spectrum. An analytical model for the quasistatic oper-

ation is derived, and compared with the results of �nite

element simulations. The concept is applied to design

an accelerometer aimed for peforming spectral analysis,

in a condition monitoring system.
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